Every year, we recognize the outstanding work of Fulton Engineering staff through the IMPACT and Fulton Difference awards:

innovation
Recognizes an individual who has been instrumental in the EDO of new ideas or processes that add value to one of the five schools or Fulton Engineering as a whole. There’s no crying in baseball...or engineering.

mentoring
Recognizes an individual who is a source of encouragement and momentum for continued learning and service, and has a commitment to help others discover a sense of satisfaction and professional growth. Hey matter, matter...

performance
Recognizes an individual who is distinguished by outstanding contributions and performance in support of academic, administrative and/or EDO efforts. Never let the fear of striking out keep you from launching that rocket.

achievement
Recognizes an individual who reaches beyond defined responsibilities to pursue external opportunities for personal improvement or to the benefit of Fulton Engineering or the community; and through those efforts enhance performance ability or the standing of Fulton Engineering. Take me out to the TechShop!

customer service
Recognizes outstanding customer service and a positive attitude that has enabled increased productivity in the unit or Fulton Engineering. Engineers never quit, engineers iterate!

teamwork
Recognizes a team that strives for the highest possible standards and distinguishes themselves by exemplifying teamwork, communication and positive interaction. There’s no “i” in team, but there is in Pi.

fulton difference award
The excellence award, now known as the Fulton Difference Award, honors the invaluable contributions of full-time, supervisory staff. Engineering is 90% mental and the other half is inspiration.
asu service awards

35 YEARS
James Collotello ASA
Antonia Papandreou-Suppappola ECEE
Katrina Roalson SEMTE
Ginger Rose ECEE
Marco Santello SBHSE
John Savicky SSEBE
Thomas Sugar POLY
Shaun Usman ETS
Claudia Zapata SSEBE

30 YEARS
Apostolos Fafitis SSEBE
Michael Kozicki ECEE
Chen-Yuan Ku POLY
Michael Mamlouk SSEBE
Bradley Rogers POLY
Jami Shah SEMTE
Dan Shunk CIDSE

25 YEARS
James Aberle ECEE
Douglas Cochran ECEE
Antonio Garcia SBHSE
Keith Holbert ECEE
Larry Mays SSEBE
Robert Meltz POLY
Larry Olson POLY
Stephen Rippan ASA
Brian Skomor ECEE

20 YEARS
Jeffrey Carpenter ETS
Brian Dyar SSEBE
Paul Johnson EDO
James Middleton SEMTE
Karl Sieradzki SEMTE
Sik-Sang You CIDSE

15 YEARS
Morteza Abbassazadegan SSEBE
Chitta Baral CIDSE
Hazel Caldera POLY
Nikhilesh Chawla SEMTE
Scott Danielson ASA
Enza Gel CIDSE
Kamil Kalouz SSEBE
Ying-Cheng Lai ECEE
Huan Liu CIDSE
April MacClean SEMTE
Michael McBride ASA
Nathan Newman SEMTE

10 YEARS
Ronald Adrian SEMTE
Brad Allenby SSEBE
Bertan Bakkaloglu ECEE
Hugh Barnaby ECEE
Nicole Barr POLY
Paul Boland ECEE
Christopher Bunno SBHSE
Debra Calliss CIDSE
Yu Cao ECEE
Lawrence Clark ECEE
Paul Dahlen SSEBE
Cody Friesen SEMTE
Susan Garrison SSEBE
Kevin Gary POLY
Jerry Gintz POLY
Dijiang Huang CIDSE
Edward Kavazanjian SEMTE
Sharon Keeler EDO
James Lau ECEE
Christopher Lawrence SSEBE
Baoxin Li CIDSE
Jian Li SEMTE
Jerry Lin SEMTE
Geralyn Lux EDO
Josh Martin ECEE
Kristin Olaofsdottir EDO
Deborah Prewitt POLY
Mayumi Sato CIDSE
Brent Seidell ASA
Joan Smith EDO
Jake Smithwick SSEBE
Kenneth Sullivan SSEBE
Vijay Vittal ECEE
Sarma Vrudhula CIDSE
Peter Wonka CIDSE

5 YEARS
Nikolaos Beratis SEMTE
Alan Bradesku POLY
James Contes POLY
Arturo De La Cruz ASA
Georgios Fainekos CIDSE
Nikolai Faleev ECEE
Edd Gibson SSEBE
Martin Johnson ETS
Lori McLean CIDSE
Pitru Mirchandani CIDSE
David Nielsen SEMTE
Stephanie Rack POLY
Rebecca salay ASA
Michael Sever SSEBE
Jonathan Sherbeck SEMTE
Shevonda Shields SBHSE
Kamie Zunino POLY

sun awards
The Fulton Schools of Engineering promotes a culture of providing and recognizing outstanding customer service. Almost 200 Sun Awards were awarded in the last year. A complete list of all Sun Award recipients is online.

thank you to our sponsors

Arizona Science Center
ASU Gammage
Campus Flowers
Chompie’s Restaurant
Embassy Suites Phoenix-Tempe
Heard Museum
Ike’s Love & Sandwiches
Neighborhood Restaurants LLC (Zipps)
Phoenix Art Museum
Rustler’s Rooste
Slickables
Sun Devil Auto
Waldo’s BBQ & Catering
Wildflower bread Company

Daniel Jankowski Legacy Award
The Daniel Jankowski Legacy Award recognizes engineering faculty whose exemplary contributions in teaching, research and public service have had a long-standing, demonstrated impact on advancing the mission of the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering.